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The story is set in the distant future. The land is ruined, and humanity establishes the mobile fort
city Plantation. Pilots produced inside Plantation live in Mistilteinn, also know as the "birdcage."
Children live there knowing nothing of the outside world or the freedom of the sky. Their lives consist
of battling to carry out missions. Their enemies are mysterious giant lifeforms known as Kyouryuu,
and the children pilot robots called Franxx to face off against them. For the children, riding the
Franxx proves their existence. In a world where future where humanity has been driven to
endangerment by giant beasts, a strike force is assembled to destroy the monsters and save the
world. First, I thought this was a fighting related anime, due to the cover and the trailer, but the
anime it self isn't fully about fighting. It actually focus more on the character, the kids that want to
live a normal life like a normal human. It is a very slow paced anime at first, but it if perfect for
telling the story. The ending is very satisfying, even that it have a vibe of your name. This could be
one the best orginal TV Anime ever created!!! A must watch The winter season is well underway, and
Studio TRIGGER has arrived on the scene with Darling in the FRANXX. In a world where children's
only value is determined by their ability to pilot robots known as FRANXX, young Hiro, also known as
Code 016, has seemingly lost this essential ability. Resigned to being dismissed to a worthless life,
his life is changed when he meets a girl pilot, or "parasite", by the name of Zero Two. a5c7b9f00b 
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